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ABSTRACT This work presents a very compact microstrip lowpass-bandpass (LP-BP) triplexer, which is
designed and analyzed based on a novel structure. Due to its complex design process, this type of triplexer
is rarely designed. Compared to the previous LP-BP triplexers it has the most compact size of 0.006 λ2g,
whereas an LP-BP triplexer with dimensions smaller than 0.01 λ2g has not been designed yet. This triplexer
is designed based on a perfect mathematical method and optimization simultaneously. Its lowpass band has
a cut-off frequency of 0.67 GHz, suitable for low-band 5G applications. The resonance frequencies of its
bandpass channels are located at 2.15 GHz and 3.19 GHz. These bandpass channels make the proposed
triplexer appropriate for 5G mid-band applications. This triplexer can suppress the harmonics from the first
up to 8th harmonic. The bandpass channels are flat and wide with two fractional bandwidths (FBW) of
15% and 11.97%. To prove the designing process and its simulation results, the presented novel LP-BP
triplexer is fabricated and experimentally measured. The comparison results show that the experimental
measurement confirms the simulation results. The close alignment between themeasurements and simulation
results demonstrates a high level of accuracy of our designing method.

INDEX TERMS Triplexer, microstrip, compact, 5G, insertion loss, lowpass-bandpass.

I. INTRODUCTION
Designing a lowpass-bandpass (LP-BP) triplexer with a com-
pact size, low losses, and low group delay is crucial in
RF communication as it enables efficient use of spectrum,

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Jjun Cheng .

reliable signal transmission, and high-speed communication,
thereby enhancing overall system performance. In the mod-
ern multi-channel communication systems, for mixing or
dividing signals we need to handle lowpass and bandpass
signals. Hence, various types of microstrip filtering devices
have been designed in recent years [1], [2], [3], [4], [5],
[6]. Meanwhile, the design of multiplexers [7], [8] and
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triplexers [9] is more important. Because they are less
designed due to their complex design process. The microstrip
triplexer is an essential component in RF communication
as it allows for the concurrent transmission and reception
of multiple signals through a single channel. By enabling
simultaneous communication, the triplexer optimizes the use
of available bandwidth, allowing for increased data trans-
fer rates and improved overall system performance. This is
particularly important in modern wireless communication
systems where the demand for high-speed data transmission
is continuously growing. The triplexer’s ability to separate
and combine different frequencies ensures that multiple sig-
nals can be transmitted and received simultaneously without
interference, resulting in enhanced communication capabili-
ties and improved network efficiency. Until now, the diplexers
and triplexers that have lowpass channels have been designed
less. Because for designing them, two separate and differ-
ent lowpass and bandpass resonators must be designed and
analyzed. However, in most bandpass devices like diplex-
ers, we only need one type of resonator (but with different
dimensions).

Due to the lack of this type of filtering devices, an ultra-
compact microstrip LP-BP triplexer with a high performance
is designed, fabricated and measured in this work. The low-
pass cut-off frequency of this triplexer is located at 670 MHz.
It makes this device suitable for low-band 5G applica-
tions. The bandpass operating frequencies are 2.15 GHz and
3.19 GHz for the mid-band 5G wireless network, which
covers 1-6 GHz. The proposed LP-BP triplexer can suppress
harmonics from the 1st harmonic up to the 8th harmonic after
its lowpass band.

The paper is organized as follows: First a review of
the previous related works has been done in Section II.
In Section III, the proposed triplexer is designed and analyzed
based on novel mathematical and optimization methods.
Then, the simulation and measurement results are presented
in Section IV. Also, in this section a perfect comparison
between our triplexer and the previous works is done. Finally,
the conclusion is presented in the last section.

A. LITERATURE REVIEW
Four microstrip LP-BP (lowpass-bandpass) triplexers have
been designed and presented in [9], [10], [11], and [12].
In [9], the patch cells and spiral coupled lines, in [10] a
balun-integrated switchable structure, in [11] the stub-loaded
hairpin resonators and in [12] the interdigital cells and com-
mon lumped-element ripple-resonance resonator are used.
These LP-BP triplexers are large, while the introduced struc-
tures in [9], [10], and [12], couldn’t suppress the harmonics
well. The problems of having large sizes and unsuppressed
harmonics are remained in the presented microstrip bandpass
triplexers in [13], [14], [15], and [16]. The other common
problems of these bandpass triplexers are their high inser-
tion losses and narrow channels. Several types of microstrip
LP-BP diplexers with large dimensions and unsuppressed

harmonics are presented in [17], [18], [19], and [20]. How-
ever, the presented diplexers in [17] and [18] have improved
insertion losses at their channels. The group delay is an
important factor that has not been investigated in some previ-
ously reported passive filtering devices [21], [22]. Also, some
designed microstrip filtering devices [6], [23], [24], [25], [26]
failed to reduce the maximum group delay below 1 ns.

II. PROPOSED TRIPLEXER: STRUCTURE DESIGN AND
ANALYSIS
To implement an LP-BP triplexer, its basic structure must
include a lowpass filter (LPF) and two bandpass filters (BPFs)
with isolated output ports. It is common to use coupled lines
in the structure of bandpass resonators. But to design a LPF,
a transmission line loaded by the shunt stubs with domi-
nant capacitive characteristics is usually used. Accordingly,
we proposed the basic LP-BP triplexer structure as presented
in Fig.1. It consists of the transmission lines (TLs) loaded by
shunt stubs and coupled lines. The structure of each filter
is specified. Each BPF consists of a pair of coupled lines.
In addition to the coupled lines, BPF1 includes an open-loop
loaded by an internal shunt stub while BPF2 consists of
the transmission lines loaded by two stubs. By adding TL8,
TL9, TL10, Stub 4, Stub 5 and Stub 6 to the transmission
line connected to the common port, we can create a low-
pass channel and improve the bandpass resonators. The basic
semi-layout of our triplexer with its approximated equivalent
LC circuit are presented in Fig.2. The admittances of the
Stubs 1-6 are depicted by Y1-Y6, respectively. The equivalents
of the transmission lines TL1-TL10 are the inductors L1-L10
respectively.

The approximated LC model of the coupled lines with
length of 2l1 are shown by the coupled capacitors and
inductors C and L1, respectively. The effects of bends are
considerable at frequencies higher than 10 GHz [19]. Hence,
we could ignore them in the approximated LC circuit. In this
approximated model, the inductors L1 are the equivalents of
the T-Lines with the physical lengths l1. To achieve a more

FIGURE 1. General configuration of our LP-BP triplexer.
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FIGURE 2. Basic semi-layout structure of the proposed triplexer with its
approximated equivalent LC circuit.

accurate model of the coupled lines, we have to divide the
T-Line (with the physical length 2l1) into some smaller lines.
In this case, the number of coupling capacitors can be

increased. However, analyzing a more accurate LC model is
very difficult mathematically. With the aim of easier calcula-
tions to find the behavior of our basic resonators, we analyzed
the layout and LC circuits of our LPF and BPFs separately.
Fig.3 illustrates the semi-layout and approximated LC circuit
of the bandpass resonator 1, where the effect of coupling is
presented by C capacitor.
ZA, ZB and ZC are defined in the LC circuit. The terminal

ports are depicted by P1 and P2. The ABCD transmission

FIGURE 3. The bandpass resonator 1 and its approximated equivalent LC
circuit.

matrix of this resonator is calculated as follows:

TB1 =

[
AB1 BB1
CB1 DB1

]
=

[
1 jωL1
0 1

]
×

[
1 0
1
ZA

1

]
×

[
1 1

jωC +
ZBZC
ZB+ZC

0 1

]
(1)

ω is the angular frequency. After calculation, TB1 and ZA can
be obtained by:

TB1 =[
1+

jωL1
ZA

jωL1
ZA

(1 +
ZBZC
ZB+ZC

)+ 1
jωC +

L1
CZA

+
ZBZC
ZB+ZC

1
ZA

1 +
1

jωCZA
+

ZBZC
ZAZB+ZAZC

]
(2)

ZA =
1

1
1

1
1
Y6

+jωL10
+Y5

+jωL9
+ Y4

+ jωL8 (3)

Using the ABCD transmission matrix of the bandpass res-
onator 1, we can calculate the transfer functionHB1(jω) under
the following conditions:

HB1(jω) =
V2
V1

→ HB1(jω) =
1
AB1

for BB1 = 0 (4)

where, V1 and V2 are the voltages of the terminal ports.
Substituting AB1 and BB1 from Equation (2) in Equation (4)
results in:

HB1(jω) =
1
AB1

=
ZA

ZA + jωL1
(5)

BB1 = 0 →

jωL1
ZA

(1 +
ZBZC

ZB + ZC
) +

1
jωC

+
L1
CZA

+
ZBZC

ZB + ZC
= 0 →

ZBZC
ZB + ZC

= −
C(ZA + jωL1) + L1
C(ZA + jωL1)

(6)

The coupling capacitor (C) usually has very small value in
pF (or fF). Also, our target operating frequency and the induc-
tors are in GHz and nH respectively. Under these conditions,
we can use the following approximation:

C(ZA + jωL1) + L1 ≈ L1 →
ZBZC

ZB + ZC
≈ −

L1
C(ZA + jωL1)

(7)

For the bandpass resonator 1, the value of the transfer
function at the passband will be near 1. Therefore, we can
write:

HB1(jω1) =
ZA

ZA + jω1L1
= 1 →

ZA⟩⟩jω1L1 →
1

1
1

1
1
Y6

+jω1L10
+Y5

+jω1L9
+ Y4

+ jω1L8⟩⟩jω1L1

(8)
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where ω1 is the angular operating frequency of the bandpass
resonator 1. Equations (7) and (8) show the conditions of
working this resonator as a bandpass resonator. According to
this, a high degree of freedom exists to adjust the dimensions.
However, we have to consider the conditions of the other
resonators too. Hence, the semi-layout and corresponding
LC circuit (approximated) of the bandpass resonator 2 is
presented in Fig.4, where the impedances ZD and ZE are
marked. The impedance ZA is the same as presented in Fig.2
and defined in Equation (3).

FIGURE 4. The bandpass resonator 2 and its approximated equivalent LC
circuit.

The terminal ports of the bandpass resonator 2 are depicted
by P1 and P3. The ABCD transmission matrix of this
resonator is calculated as follows:

TB2 =

[
AB2 BB2
CB2 DB2

]
=

[
1 jωL1
0 1

]
×

[
1 0
1
ZA

1

]
×

[
1 1

jωC
0 1

]
×

[
1 0
1
ZE

1

]
×

[
1 ZD
0 1

]
(9)

After calculation, TB2 and ZE can be given by:

TB2 =

[
a b
c d

]
(10)

where:

a = 1 +
jωL1
ZA

+
1
ZE

[jωL1 +
1
jωC

(1 +
jωL1
ZA

)] (11)

b = (1 +
jωL1
ZA

)ZD + [jωL1 +
1
jωC

(1 +
jωL1
ZA

)](
ZD
ZE

+ 1)

(12)

c =
1
ZA

+
1
ZE

(1 +
1

jZAωC
) (13)

d =
ZD
ZA

+ (1 +
1

jZAωC
)(
ZD
ZE

+ 1) (14)

ZE =
1

jωCO
+ jωL1 (15)

The coupling capacitor (C) is usually very small in pF (or
fF). Similar to the bandpass resonator 1, our target operating
frequency and the inductors are in GHz and nH respectively.
for a small coupling capacitor, we can use the following
approximations:

1 +
jωL1
ZA

+
1
ZE

[jωL1 +
1
jωC

(1 +
jωL1
ZA

)]

≈
1

jωCZE
(1 +

jωL1
ZA

) (16)

(1 +
jωL1
ZA

)ZD + [jωL1 +
1
jωC

(1 +
jωL1
ZA

)](
ZD
ZE

+ 1)

≈
1
jωC

(1 +
jωL1
ZA

)(
ZD
ZE

+ 1) (17)

1
ZA

+
1
ZE

(1 +
1

jZAωC
) ≈

1
jZAZEωC

(18)

ZD
ZA

+ (1 +
1

jZAωC
)(
ZD
ZE

+ 1) ≈
1

jZAωC
(
ZD
ZE

+ 1) (19)

By applying these approximations in Equation (10), the
following result can be obtained:

TB2 =

[
AB2 BB2
CB2 DB2

]
=

[
1

jωZEC
(1 +

jωL1
ZA

) 1
jωC (1 +

jωL1
ZA

)(ZDZE + 1)
1

jZEZAωC
1

jZAωC (
ZD
ZE

+ 1)

]
(20)

Using the ABCD transmission matrix of the bandpass res-
onator 2, we can calculate its transfer functionHB2(jω) under
the following conditions:

HB2(jω2) =
V3
V1

→ HB2(jω2) =
1
AB2

for BB2 = 0 (21)

where, V1 and V3 are the voltages at the terminals P1 and P3,
respectively. Substituting Equation (20) in Equation (21) for
BB2 =0 results in:

BB2 = 0 → (1 +
jω2L1
ZA

)(
ZD
ZE

+ 1) = 0 → ZD = −ZE

(22)

For the bandpass resonator 2, the value of the transfer
function at its passband must be near 1. Therefore, we can
write that:

|HB2(jω)| = 1 →

∣∣∣∣ jωZAZECZA + jω2L1

∣∣∣∣
= 1 →


ZA⟩⟩jω2L1
and

ω2ZAZEC = 1 → ω2 =
1

ZAZEC
(23)

where ω2 is the angular operating frequency of the bandpass
resonator 2. Equations (22) and (23) show the condi-
tions of working the resonator 2 as a bandpass resonator.
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FIGURE 5. The lowpass resonator and its approximated equivalent LC
circuit.

The semi-layout and its corresponding LC circuit of the
lowpass resonator is shown in Fig. 5.
The ABCD matrix of the lowpass resonator is extracted

from its LC model as follows:

TL =

[
AL BL
CL DL

]
=[

1 jω(2L1 + L8)
0 1

]
×

[
1 0
Y4 1

]
×

[
1 jωL9
0 1

]
×

[
1 0
Y5 1

]
×

[
1 jωL10
0 1

]
×

[
1 0
Y6 1

]
(24)

After calculations, the values of AL and BL are obtained as
follows:

AL = [(1 + jω(2L1 + L8)Y4 )(1 + jωL9Y5 )

+ jωY5 (2L1 + L8)][1 + jωL10Y6 ]

+ Y6 [jω(2L1 + L8) + jωL9 − ω2(2L1 + L8)Y4 L9] (25)

BL = [(1 + jω(2L1 + L8)Y4 )(1 + jωL9Y5 )

+ jωY5 (2L1 + L8) ]jωL10
+ jω(2L1 + L8) + jωL9 − ω2(2L1 + L8)Y4 L9 (26)

The transfer function of the lowpass resonator can be cal-
culated using Equations (24), (25) and (26) as follows:

HL(jω) =
V4
V1

→ HB2(jω) =
1
AL

for BL = 0 (27)

where V1 and V4 are the voltages at P1 and P4 terminals,
respectively. At an angular -3dB cut-off frequency of ωc we
can calculate HL(jω) as:

GL = 20 log(HL(jωC )) = −3dB → HL(jωC ) ≈ 0.7 →

AL = 1.42 & BL = 0 (28)

Applying the first condition AL =1.42 results in (29), as
shown at the bottom of the page, where ωC1 is the lowpass
resonator cut-off frequency. Applying BL =0 leads to (30),
as shown at the bottom of the page, where ωC2 is another
cut-off frequency of our lowpass resonator. Since our lowpass
resonator has only a cut-off frequency we allow:

ωC1 = ωC2 →

L10Y6 + (Y5 + Y6 )L9 + (Y5 + Y4 + Y6 )(L8 + 2L1) =

Y6 (L10 + L8Y4 L10 + 2L1 + L8 + L9) (31)

By applying Equation (31), we can obtain a lowpass res-
onator. As can be seen from the above equations, a high
degree of freedom exists to tune the dimensions. Accordingly,
we can easily miniaturize the dimensions of the lowpass

AL = 1.42 →

− ω2
C (L9Y5 L10Y6 + 2L1Y4 L10Y6 + 2L1Y4 L9Y5 + Y4 L8L10Y6 + Y4 L8L9Y5 + Y4 L9Y6 L8

+ Y5 L8L10Y6 + 2L1Y5 L10Y6 + 2Y4 L9L1Y6 )
+ jωC (L10Y6 + (Y5 + Y6 )L9 + (Y5 + Y4 + Y6 )L8
+ 2L1(Y4 + Y5 + Y6 ) − Y4 Y5 Y6 L9L10ω2

C (2L1 + L8)) = 0.42 →
L10Y6 + (Y5 + Y6 )L9 + (Y5 + Y4 + Y6 )L8 + 2L1(Y4 + Y5 + Y6 ) − ω2

CY4 Y5 Y6 L9L10(2L1 + L8) = 0
−ω2

C (L9Y5 L10Y6 + 2L1Y4 L10Y6
+2L1Y4 L9Y5 + Y4 L8L10Y6 + Y4 L8L9Y5 + Y4 L9Y6 L8 + Y5 L8L10Y6 + 2L1Y5 L10Y6 + 2Y4 L9L1Y6 ) = 0.42 →

ωC1 =

√
L10Y6 + (Y5 + Y6 )L9 + (Y5 + Y4 + Y6 )L8 + 2L1(Y4 + Y5 + Y6 )

Y4 Y5 Y6 L9L10(2L1 + L8)
(29)

BL = 0 →

jωC (L10 + L8Y4 L10 + 2L1 + L8 + L9 − ω2
C2L1Y4 L9Y5 L10 − ω2

CL9Y5 L8Y4 L10)

− ω2
C (L9Y5 L10 + 2L1Y4 L10 + 2L1Y4 L9 + L8Y4 L9 − 2L1Y5 L10 − Y5 L8L10 ) = 0 →

L10 + L8Y4 L10 + 2L1 + L8 + L9 − ω2
C (2L1Y4 L9Y5 L10 + L9Y5 L8Y4 L10) = 0

and
2L1(Y4 L10 + Y4 L9 − Y5 L10) + L8Y4 L9 + L9Y5 L10 − Y5 L8L10 = 0

→

ωC2 =

√
L10 + L8Y4 L10 + 2L1 + L8 + L9

Y4 Y5 L9L10(2L1 + L8)
(30)
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FIGURE 6. Proposed microstrip cell1 (frequency response and basic
layout).

resonator based on Equation (31). The layouts and frequency
responses of the bandpass cells (named cell1 and cell2)
are presented in Figs.6 and 7, respectively. These cells are
obtained based on the bandpass resonators 1 and 2 and their
mathematical analysis. The shunt stubs are presented by the
rectangular patch cells. All thin T-lines have 0.1 mm wide.
The dimensions of the terminal ports are tuned for being
50�. All simulation results are extracted using ADS soft-
ware (EM simulator) by small linear steps. We used Rogers
RT/Duroid5880 substrate to design and simulation of the
proposed triplexer. Our used substrate has a loss tangent of
0.0009, a dielectric constant of 2.22 and h=31 mil. Some
other microstrip sections are added to improve the frequency
responses of cells 1 and 2.

In Figure 3, if we set ZA =jωL1, the approximated equiv-
alent model of microstrip cell1 can be obtained. Because
by removing the stubs with admittances y4, y5 and y6 and
physical lengths l8, l9, l10 in bandpass resonator 1, the approx-
imated model of cell1 can be obtained. Under this condition
and using TB1, we can calculate S21 of this cell as follows:

S21 =
2

AB1 + BB1/Z0 + Z0CB1 + DB1
→

S21 ≈
2

2 +
2

jωCZ0
+

Z0
jωL1

−
1

ω2CL1

(32)

FIGURE 7. Proposed microstrip cell2 (frequency response and basic
layout).

where Z0 is the impedance of terminals. Moreover, the cou-
pling capacitor is assumed to be very small. When -20log
|S21| has a large negative value, we have transmission zeros
(TZs). Therefore, the TZs can be obtained at the angular
frequency ωz under the following condition:

2 +
2

jωzCZ0
+

Z0
jωzL1

−
1

ω2
zCL1

≈ 0 →
1

ω2
zCL1

= 2 → ωz =

√
1

2CL1
2

jωzCZ0
+

Z0
jωzL1

= 0

(33)

Equation (33) shows only one TZ created by the coupled
lines but the simulation results show three TZs of cell1
created by the internal stub and the thin T-line connected
to the input port. This is due to the approximations we
used in our mathematical analysis. As we mentioned before,
we used some approximations to analyze the proposed struc-
tures because it is very difficult to analyze a more accurate
LC model mathematically. For example, to easy calculations
the effect of the thin T-line is not considered, we used an
approximated LC model of the coupled lines and we ignored
the effects of bends in the approximated LC circuit.

Fig.8 shows the BPF1, which is designed based on the
analyzed bandpass resonator1. BPF1 is the upgraded version
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FIGURE 8. Proposed BPF1: frequency response and layout.

of the cell1. Fig.8, includes the layout and frequency response
of this filter. As presented, the values of insertion and return
losses are improved. The harmonics of this structure are sup-
pressed up to 6 GHz. The frequency response and the layout
configuration of the BPF2 are presented in Fig.9. This filter
is the upgraded version of the microstrip cell2. It is designed
based on the analyzed bandpass resonator 2. It can attenuate
the harmonics up to 7 GHz. The open loop structure is used in
the upper part of BPF1 so that its frequency response is shifted
to the left compared to BPF2. Therefore, BPF1 and BPF2
suppress the harmonics up to 6 GHz and 7 GHz, respectively.

Fig.10 shows the proposed LPF, which is designed based
on the analyzed lowpass resonator. However, to improve the
frequency response we optimized this structure. Similar to the
other filters, it is simulated by ADS software using the small
steps of the EM simulator.

FIGURE 9. Proposed BPF2: frequency response and layout.

By integrating the BPF1, BPF2 and LPF our LP-BP
triplexer is obtained as shown in Fig.11, where all dimensions
are in mm. The overall size of this triplexer (including the
50 � microstrip cells that are connected to the SMA con-
nectors) is only 0.091λg×0.072λg (31.4mm×25mm). In the
main body of our triplexer, the dimensions of the proposed
filters are not changed. To show how we could optimize the
frequency response, the effect of changing some important
lengths and widths is depicted in Fig.12. As depicted, chang-
ing la has direct effects on the middle and last channels.
Meanwhile, by tuning la (the physical length of coupled lines)
we can reduce the return loss in the bandpass channels.

Excessive increase and decrease of lb will destroy the last
passband, so that lb =6.9 mm is a suitable value. Similarly,
an excessive increase of lc can increase the insertion loss at
the last passband. As illustrated, decreasing wa increases the
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FIGURE 10. Layout and frequency response of the proposed LPF
(unit: mm).

return loss inside themiddle channel. Therefore,wa =6.7mm
is an appropriate value. Since, the shunt stub with a physical
width of wb is related to the bandpass section II (the last
channel), excessive increase and decrease of wb will destroy
the last passband. As shown in Fig.12, by tuning wc we can
control the lowpass channel and the last channel simulta-
neously. Meanwhile, increasing this width can suppress the
harmonics significantly.

A. RESULTS AND COMPARISON
Both simulated and measurement results are obtained using
ADS software and an HP8757A network analyzer, respec-
tively. The close agreement between the two sets of results is
worth noting. However, it is important to acknowledge that
the measured losses are slightly higher than the simulated
losses due to SMA losses. The ADS software, a widely used
tool for circuit design and analysis, is employed to simulate
the performance of the proposed triplexer. This software
allows for accurate modeling of the resonator’s behavior and
provides valuable insights into its characteristics. On the

FIGURE 11. Final layout configuration of the proposed triplexer
(unit: mm).

other hand, the HP8757A network analyzer, a highly reli-
able instrument for measuring the performance of RF and
microwave devices, is utilized to obtain the actual mea-
surements of the proposed triplexer. The fact that both the
simulated and measured results are in close agreement sug-
gests that the design and analysis of the proposed triplexer
are successful. However, it is worth mentioning that the
measured losses are slightly higher than the simulated losses.
This discrepancy can be attributed to SMA losses. These
losses can affect the overall performance of the resonators
and result in slightly higher measured losses compared to
the simulations. Fig.13, shows the simulated and measured
scattering parameters from 0.1 GHz to 6.4 GHz. As shown in
this figure, the cut-off frequency of the first channel is located
at 0.67 GHz, which is suitable for 5G low-band applications.
The second channel is from 1.985 GHz to 2.305 GHz, where
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FIGURE 12. The effects of some significant lengths and widths on the frequency response.
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FIGURE 12. (Continued.) The effects of some significant lengths and widths on the frequency response.
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TABLE 1. Frequency response and size of the proposed triplexer in comparison with the previous works.

FIGURE 13. Scattering parameters of the designed triplexer (simulation
and measurement results).

it operates at 2.155GHz. The third channel is from 2.990GHz
to 3.37 GHz, which resonates at 3.195 GHz. In this regard,
the bandpass channels make our triplexer suitable for 5G

mid-band applications. The second and third channels pro-
vide two fractional bandwidths (FBW) of 15% and 11.97%
respectively. The common port return losses at the low,
middle and high channels are approximately 14.2 dB, 17.6 dB
and 18.08 dB respectively. As depicted, the triplexer has a
good stopband response so that after the lowpass channel
all harmonics are suppressed up to 6.4 GHz. Good insertion
losses of 0.55 dB, 0.17 dB, and 0.17 dB are archived at the
1st, 2nd, and 3rd bands respectively. As shown in Fig.13, the
isolations between the output ports (S34, S24 and S23) are
better than -20.5 dB. To demonstrate the superiority of our
triplexer, we compared it with the previous works and listed
the comparison results in Table 1. In this Table, indexes 1-3
are related to the first-third channels respectively. Because the
number of LP-BP triplexers is limited, we had to present the
other similar microstrip filtering devices in the comparison
Table. The size of our triplexer is the most compact, so that
it is 67% smaller than the smallest device presented in [12].
In addition to the most compact size, our triplexer has the best
harmonic suppression. Because it can attenuate harmonics
from the 1st to the 8th harmonics. Meanwhile, none of the ref-
erences in Table 1 could suppress the 7th harmonic. The other
benefits of this triplexer are its low insertion losses and wide
FBWs. Improving the isolation in triplexers is more difficult
than diplexers. Because for a triplexer, we have to control the
isolations of three channels. On the other hand, it is difficult to
have a good isolation when the channels are close together.
The presented lowpass-bandpass triplexers in [11] and [12]
have good isolations better than ours. However, overall, our
triplexer outperforms them in terms of size, insertion loss,
and suppressed harmonics.

Group delay is an important parameter in all filtering
devices such as microstrip triplexers. But unfortunately,
many designers neglect to consider and improve it in their
designs. Fig.14 shows the group delays of S21, S31 and S41,
which cover the 2nd, 3rd and 1st channels respectively.
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FIGURE 14. Group delays of the designed triplexer.

The results show that the group delay at the 1st, 2nd and 3rd

channels are lower than 1 ns, 1.1 ns and 1.5 ns respectively.
Table 2 shows the group delay comparison between this work
and the previous works. As can be seen, only the triplexer
in [9] could improve the group delays better than us. However,
our triplexer has the most compact size, better harmonic sup-
pression and wider the last channel. The compact size of the
proposed triplexer ensures that it can be easily integrated into
various communication systems without occupying excessive

TABLE 2. The maximum group delays of this triplexer and the previous
works.

FIGURE 15. The fabricated triplexer.

space. Its novel structure allows for optimized signal
separation and combination, resulting in improved commu-
nication capabilities and network efficiency. Additionally,
the low losses of this triplexer minimize signal degradation,
ensuring reliable and high-quality transmission and recep-
tion. Furthermore, its wide FBWs enable increased data
transfer rates, addressing the growing demand for high-speed
communication in modern wireless systems. Fig.15 shows a
photograph of the fabricated LP-BP triplexer.

Figure 16 depicts a flowchart of the main idea of obtaining
this triplexer. First, a new basic structure of our triplexer is
presented. It consists of two BPFs and one LPF. An approx-
imated LC circuit of this basic triplexer is proposed and
mathematically analyzed to identify the behavior of the basic
structure and easy optimization. Then, the proposed struc-
ture is optimized to improve its performance. Finally, the
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FIGURE 16. A flowchart of the main idea of obtaining the proposed
triplexer.

final triplexer is fabricated, measured and compared with the
previous works.

III. CONCLUSION
The development of a microstrip triplexer with a compact
size, novel structure, low losses, and wide bandwidth is a
significant advancement in RF communication technology.
This paper has highlighted the importance of such a triplexer
in enabling concurrent transmission and reception of mul-
tiple signals through a single channel, thereby enhancing
the efficiency and utilization of the limited frequency spec-
trum. We designed, fabricated and measured a microstrip
LP-BP (lowpass-bandpass) triplexer based on a novel layout
configuration. It includes a novel lowpass filter (LPF) and
two optimized bandpass filters (BPFs) which are analyzed
mathematically. The final layout is optimized to improve the
performance and miniaturization simultaneously. The size of
this LP-BP triplexer is only 0.006 λg2. In addition to having
a compact size, the proposed LP-BP has a high performance.
This triplexer has low insertion losses, suppressed harmonics,
flat channels and wide fractional bandwidths (FBW). The
cut-off frequency of its lowpass channel and the resonance
frequencies of its bandpass channels can be used for the
low-band and mid-band 5G applications, respectively. This
triplexer can suppress the harmonics from the 1st up to the
8th harmonics. The bandpass channels are flat and wide
with two FBW of 15% and 11.97%. To confirm the simula-
tion results, we fabricated and experimentally measured the
designed triplexer.
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